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DULUTH—Millions of middle-income shareowners testify that the

man-in-the-street can directly own the plants and tools with which he

works, a UMD business and economics conference audience was told today.

Allen 0, Felix, New York, director of education. New York Stock

Exchange, informed a onvocation audience in Kirby Student center ballroom

that public education has helped create thousands of new shareowners.

"Over the last decade America has gone through a greatly intensified

but quiet economic revolution," he declared.

"The base of shareownership has broadened decisively and now includes

millions of people in the middle-income ranges.

"They appreciate the risks they have taken. They also appreciate

that the rewards and responsibilities of the American economy are being

shared by more and more people,"

A factor stimulating the current educational drive to acquaint

more persons with shareownership, Felix said, was "research pointing out

that three out of four adults are unable to explain what common stock

means,"

"It became obviously necessary to tell the shareownership story

in its basic form—and in as nany ways as possible."

The New York exchange has developed guideposts for the investing

public, he declared.

"The investor is always urged to get the facts, seek advice, deal [

with a reputable broker, and keep a cash reserve handy for the unpredictable

emergency.
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"He is warned at every turn that risks as v;ell as rewards are

inherent in stock ownership. We have been entirely clear and frank about

this? Investment is an act of risk-taking.

"No one should be fool enough to think he can predict the future

with absolute certainty."

Dr.Felix, a former member of the Columbia university Teachers

college faculty, asserted that few teachers know enough about investing

to be able to teach the subject.

"To make matters worse," he declared, "most textbooks ignore the

subject, or put .it in a bad light."

Educators must decide "how, where, when, what and why to teach

about investments," When they decide to teach the subject, he said, "our
i

role is to help them do the job better." I

Duluth Kiwanians joined visitors, faculty and students in today's

conference luncheon, Rotarians will have their weekly luncheon at Kirby

tomorrow, when a talk by Chicago economist John K. Langum concludes the

conference.

Sponsors are the HMD business and Accounting clubs and the department

of business and economics, headed by Richard 0, Sielaff,
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